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I used to have a similar problem to the one above, where I forgot my HP BIOS password. But, I found a
really neat utility that I used to easily reset my BIOS password. The utility is called HP BR, and it is a
free download. I used this utility to wipe out my password in record time. If you have also forgotten

your HP BIOS password, you can use this utility to reset it. This section is where the script enumerates
all the BIOS classes that are specific to this model and finds the one that you want to manage. For the
HP ELITEBOOK, there are 12 classes that you can query and modify. If you have another model, you
may need to adjust the script accordingly. The script requires classifications, enum, and registry that
are specific to the HP ELITEBOOK model. If you are not using this specific model, you may be out of
luck. I am not aware of other products that have these classifications. Another limitation is that the

script requires administrator privileges. That means that you will be prompted to press ctrl+shift+enter
before it can be executed. With this limitation, you cannot run the script unattended. This may not
seem like a big deal, but as you know, the use case for this script is to reset a forgotten or incorrect

BIOS password, so you want to be able to run the script safely without any prompts. This limitation will
be covered in future posts. This section uses the results from the previous section to query and modify

the specific class. In this section, the script will ask you for a BIOS password, ask if the password is
correct, and make any necessary changes. To start the script, click the below button.

Hp.probook.elitebook.bios.password.reset.utility.hpbr

The utility will then attempt to reset the BIOS password using the CMOS password and TPM module
password. It will prompt the user to set the correct CMOS password and it will keep prompting the user
for the correct CMOS password until the correct password is entered. After that, it will attempt to reset

the BIOS password using the TPM module password. If the reset does not work, the utility will display an
error message. Note, HP could remove this feature in the future. If you do not want the utility to check
for the password and set the password yourself, you can comment out the Check for Password line of
code. My main goal was and still is to reset BIOS password for a different model of laptop, in this case
HP Primebook 6460b. My only obstacle is, I don't have this HP Primebook 6460b, but I have the same
model, serial number. I'll get the hard drives from my HP Primebook 6460b, pull out the hard drives,

and see if I can convert them over to my EliteBook Primebook 6460b. It's a long process, but it's
something that I can do. I want to thank you all so much as I already solved remove my BIOS password
of HP 6460b model laptop with using application HPBR utility (method 4 ). It's easy and quick method.
Consequently my product model, serial number became removed as well. Previously I cannot access

my BIOS as I forgot my password. Tks a lot friends. I want to donate for this but still trying to open the
paypal, hopefully soon send my donation. The utility will clear any previous BIOS passwords using the

SetBIOSSetting WMI class method and if the BIOS password is blank, the utility will prompt for the
default password, allowing the user to set the password through the utility. Note that the default

password should not be blank. In my case, the utility allowed me to enter a blank password. I did not
notice this until I was already running the utility. The utility did prompt me for the correct default
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